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A clearer path to rehabilitation




Learn about what we do and contact us today
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Who is the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority?



We are an independent authority working with community, industry and government. We facilitate the rehabilitation of declared mine sites to ensure they are safe, stable and sustainable for the beneficial use of future generations.





View who we are
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  “We facilitate equitable, informed mine rehabilitation outcomes for all.”
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Planning ahead for mine closures



March 21, 2024


News




Antonia Scrase, the Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority’s Technical Director, recently had an interview published in Mining Magazine Australia.Below is a little snippet from the article. “Modern mining practices have seen an increased demand for sustainable resource extraction and environmental stewardship, including the effective rehabilitation of mine sites and their surrounding… 



Read more: Planning ahead for mine closures
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Literature Review: Community Consultation on Declared Mine Rehabilitation in Victoria



February 27, 2024


News, Other Resources, Publications




We’ve produced a literature review about community consultation on the rehabilitation of Victoria’s declared mines. You can read the report here. 



Read more: Literature Review: Community Consultation on Declared Mine Rehabilitation in Victoria
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Appointments to MLRA Board



February 13, 2024


News




The Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority this week announced the appointment of two new Board members, with Therese Ryan appointed to the role of Board Chair and Jon Crosbie appointed to the role of Deputy Chair. Therese Ryan brings a wealth of relevant local and global experience to the role and… 



Read more: Appointments to MLRA Board
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Looking for more? Watch the entire A Changing Landscape series on our YouTube channel.
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What will the future look like for Victoria’s declared mines?




Learn more about mine rehabilitation and join the conversation.
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The Mine Land Rehabilitation Authority acknowledges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the Traditional Custodians of the land and acknowledges and pay respect to their Elders, past, present and emerging.
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Get involved.

Subscribe to our mailing list.
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